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Chromey chapters to read:

Chapter 7 -   Solid-State Detectors [optional]
Chapters 8 -  CCDs
Chapter 9 -   Image Processing and Data Quality

PS5 will be assigned Wednesday, due one week.



Keplerian Orbits

All (*) of the motions of the solar system can be 
described using two equations:
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Circular Keplerian Orbits

• Orbital velocity

• Escape velocity
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Complex Orbits

Throop & Bally 2008
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• Planets do not orbit stars. Rather, a planet and a 
star orbit their common center-of-mass.

Pluto + 
Charon orbit 
barycenter



Kepler’s Three Laws
1. Orbits are an ellipse, with the Sun at the center

2. Equal areas are swept out in equal times

3. For period P and semimajor axis a:   P2 ∝ a3

1 month1 month

SunFocus

Planet



This gives us Pluto’s orbit only. But does not give 
us Pluto’s mass.



Pluto Magnified 1000x

Small and Bright Or Large and Dark

Because Pluto is < 1 pixel, we can’t tell from images what 
Pluto’s radius is — we can only measure



A ladder of measurements

1988: Measuring Pluto radius gives us Pluto volume, density, albedo

1978: Measuring Charon’s orbit gives us Pluto mass

1930: Measuring orbit gives us distance



Aberrations to an Image
Aberrations before the telescope

• Photons leave source (e.g., star cluster) 
• Travel through interstellar medium 

• Filtered by dust, partially blocked, ‘extincted’ 
• In solar system dust 
• In atmosphere 

• Atmospheric ‘seeing’ 
• Absorption at different wavelengths 
• Clouds, weather, etc.

Aberrations in the telescope
• Optical aberrations: coma, spherical, chromatic aberrations 
• Focus 
• Dirt on optics 
• Tracking errors, vibration, etc.

Aberrations in the detector
• In CCD: Photons converted to electrons and stored in pixels. 
• CCD thermal noise, bias, cosmic rays, etc. 
• CCD non-linearity, saturation, bleeding, etc. 
• Out of CCD: Shifted and read into computer, pixel-by-pixel. 
• Readnoise in ADC. 
• Shot noise (i.e., photon Poisson statistics)

What you see at the 

detector is not ‘reality’ 

- it’s your target, but 

modified by many 

things on the way.



CCD Bias
• Problem: When CCD is ‘cleared,’ some residual charge 

remains in each well. This current is read out as part of your 
signal. 

• Solution: Take a series of ‘bias frames’ before your 
observing session. These will let you calibrate the CCD’s 
zero-level. Measured in electrons.



CCD Dark Current
• Problem: Thermal motions of electrons 

in the CCD structure itself cause some 
of them to leak into the CCD wells. 
Once there, they are indistinguishable 
by the electrons made from your real 
signal. 

• Solution: 
• Cool your CCD to reduce thermal 

noise.  
• LN (77K) is common for optical 

CCDs.  
• Helium (4K) is used for radio and 

IR detectors (where there are 
fewer photons and more noise). 

• In addition, take a set of ‘dark 
current’ frames before your 
observing, and use these to 
calibrate your images. Typically 
measured in electrons/second.

LN dewar



CCD Flat Fielding
• Problem: Not every pixel at your focal plane 

has the same efficiency. Could be caused by 
either CCD, or optics. 
• Dust or fingerprints on optics 
• Vignetting at edges of telescope 
• Defects in the silicon matrix affecting the QE 
• etc 

• Solution: Take a set of ‘flat field’ images.  
• Illuminate the CCD evenly, using dusk sky, 

or smooth light in dome. Use this to measure 
the throughput of each pixel. 

• Divide science images by the flat-field 
images.

Typical flat-field on 
Sutherland 1m CCD





Data Numbers (DN) and Gain
• The DN in your output file are not the 

number of photons, but are usually 
multiplied by some constant gain. 

• This allows us to count more photons 
before saturating the ADC (analog-to-
digital converter). 

• Typical gain: ‘5 electrons per 
DN’, and can often be chosen. 
[Note that although it’s called a 
‘gain’, it’s actually a negative 
gain: e.g., 500 electrons in, 100 
DN out] 

• Why? This allows us to match the 
maximum capacity of the CCD, with 
the maximum capacity of the ADC.

DN = 5122

DN = 1417
DN = 1382

Maximum value output by a 16-bit ADC: 65,536 DN  
Maximum ‘full well capacity’ of a typical CCD: 300,000 electrons per pixel



Linearity
• CCD are pretty linear, until they saturate



Jupiter at Saturation

1 msec 10 msec

10 sec 30 sec

When wells are saturated, photons 
can ‘bleed’ into neighboring pixels.



So, how many photons did I receive?
DN  = Signal        + Dark    + Bias + Readnoise  

DN  = (n * g * t)*f + (D * t)   + B +     R

Symbol Quantity Units

n Photon rate # sec-1

g Gain e- DN-1

t Exposure time sec

f Flat-field 
response and QE [0-1]

D Dark Current e-

B Bias e-

R Readnoise from 
electronics

e-

• Apply this to get source 
brightness (photons/
second) from measured 
DN values.



Cosmic Rays

Caused by high-energy particles from galaxy crossing the 
CCD and depositing charge. 

No way to block these. 

Remove either: 
• Algorithmically (e.g., search for sharp-edged streaks) 
• By taking multiple exposures and taking median 



Tracking Errors

Telescope tracking motor off

Wind



Focus

Bad Good

Focus can change with temperature - telescope expands/
contracts during night



How Many Photons does it take to ‘Detect’?
SNR = Signal:Noise Ratio 

= (N) / [sqrt(N) + bias + ADC + readnoise + …] 

~ (N) / sqrt(N)     [in bright star limit] 

= sqrt(n) 

This is “Poisson statistics.” If detector receives 100 photons 
from a star, the 1sigma variation is sqrt(N) = 10 photons.  

N = # photons/sec 

A “3 sigma detection” means an SNR of 3. That is very faint. 



Dynamic Range: Brightness ratio between 
brightest and darkest region of an image


